
Supercharge teachers’ PowerPoint presentations 
with interactive teaching

www.classpoint.io

http://www.classpoint.io/


ABOUT
INKNOE

We are a Singapore based
ed-tech company that

develops interactive learning 
hardware and software 

solutions.



INKNOE IS TRUSTED BY



“ ClassPoint enables every teacher
to design and run live classroom quizzes

directly from Microsoft PowerPoint ”



100+
Educators from

Countries are using ClassPoint to 
engage students in physical or 

virtual classrooms



Watch on YouTube

https://youtu.be/JaTXmfhup_g
https://youtu.be/JaTXmfhup_g


HOW DOES CLASSPOINT HELP?
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With a click of a button, you can turn normal PPT slides into interactive quizzes. 
During slide show, when you run the quiz questions, all your students will be able to 
respond with their devices. Student responses are collected/displayed in real time.

https://www.classpoint.io/turn-slides-into-quizzes/

Turn slides into quizzes

https://www.classpoint.io/turn-slides-into-quizzes/


Design your 
PowerPoint slide

Step 1

Add interactive 
question button

Step 2



Various question types
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Multiple 
Choice

Word 
Cloud

Short 
Answer

Slide 
Drawing

Image 
Upload





Design quiz competitions within PowerPoint and gamify your students’ learning 
experience. Besides being fun, students will be scored/ranked automatically, and 

their answers can be exported for further analytics.

Score/rank students
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With the rich pen tools, you can draw on your slides easily to explain ideas, and add 
unlimited whiteboard slides on the fly as needed. When you quit slide show, digital 

ink and whiteboards can be automatically saved.

https://www.classpoint.io/annotation-whiteboard/

Annotation & whiteboard
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https://www.classpoint.io/annotation-whiteboard/






All student submissions are saved and can be directly retrieved from within 
PowerPoint. In addition, slide annotations and digital whiteboards are also saved as 

native PowerPoint slides.

Save & Review
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ClassPoint works seamlessly with any video conferencing platform such as Microsoft 
Teams, Google Meet and Zoom. It adds interactions to your online presentations and 

makes sure students are engaged virtually.

Online teaching
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Incredibly Powerful.
Minimal Learning curve.



POWERPOINT

HAPPENS INSIDE

ALL MAGIC

WHY CLASSPOINT IS THE TURNKEY

Teachers don’t need to learn 
and use a separate software; all 
features are accessed right from 

Microsoft PowerPoint. 



TESTIMONIALS

Is there any tool 
that is even better than 

ClassPoint? It's that 
simple, that's exactly 

why I find it useful! 

Teacher from Spain

With ClassPoint, I don‘t 
need to use 

whiteboards, Kahoot, 
Padlet, Wheels of 

Names, etc.; Now I am 
enjoying my PowerPoint 

with full confidence.

Teacher from Oman

For more than 15 years 
in using PowerPoint,

I didn't find a tool that 
impressed me like 
ClassPoint does.

Teacher from Saudi Arabia



FULL PRODUCT RANGE

Interactive Display Interactive Whiteboard Interactive Podium

Annotation Software Interactive teachingWhiteboard Software



CONTACT

BUILD
THE FUTURE
CLASSROOM

www.classpoint.io

www.inknoe.com

http://www.classpoint.io/
http://www.inknoe.com/

